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Synopsis
Single-Case Designs for Educational Research provides up-to-date in-depth information about the use of single-case experimental designs in educational research across a range of educational settings and students. Research Methods in Special Education. Appropriate for those pursuing advanced degrees in Education and Special Education.
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Customer Reviews
This is my favorite book to teach single case designs. The best part is that for each aspect of single case designs, a few JABA articles are referenced. It makes it so easy to pair with research and the book to see how the information in the text book is applied to journals... also makes for easy syllabus writing...Very easy to read with a lot of graphs.

This covers the technical side of Single-Case Designs thoroughly, however, it's very dry, dull reading, lacking stories to bring the concepts to life. If you are teaching this class, please plan to supplement with case studies, examples from journal articles, short videos clips, and/or your own stories to aid in assimilation. Also, this textbook mostly speaks in terms of childhood educational research, lacking examples that show the diversity of this kind of research with other demographics across lifespan that are in the realm of educational psychology and applied behavior analysis. There are brief examples of key concepts, yet the graphics are plain - black and white only. One would expect some color to be used and for the book to be printed on higher quality paper for the cost. On
the plus side, the binding seems to be holding up (hardback) and the text is formatted well with bold sub-headers to help break up the text.

This book met my expectation and beyond. It encompassed everything that was needed and discussed in my summer class, Thanks !!!!

Clear and easy to read!! A great guide for the novice or expert researcher! Great examples especially for educators. Worth the money

This is a magnificent text. Concise, clear, and a great book to have on your shelf if you plan on doing single-subject research.

This is a great book that is easy to read. I am studying to be a BCBA and this book has helped me understand the science better.

Excellent book. Cut and dry. Gives you good information that you can use.

Got me through my methods research class!!
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